In this work we investigate the properties of an Abelian gauge vector field in a thin and in a smoothed string-like braneworld, the so-called string-cigar model. This thick brane scenario satisfies the regularity conditions and it can be regarded as an interior and exterior string-like solution. The source undergoes a geometric Ricci flow which is connected to a variation of the bulk cosmological constant. The Ricci flow changes the width and amplitude of the massless mode at the brane core and recover the usual thin string-like behavior at large distances. By numerical means we obtain the Kaluza-Klein (KK) spectrum for both the thin brane and the string-cigar. It turns out that both models exhibit a mass gap between the massless and the massive modes and between the high and the low mass regimes. The KK modes are smooth near the brane and their amplitude are enhanced by the string-cigar core. The analogue Schrödinger potential is also tuned by the geometric flow.
I. INTRODUCTION
The braneworld models became an active research area in High Energy Physics in the last years. The seminal works of Randall and Sundrum (RS) [1, 2] introduced a infinite extra dimension by means of a warped compactification and sparked several models exploring both the field [3, 4] as well as cosmological properties [5, 6] of the their models. In six dimensions, by assuming a static and axial symmetry for the bulk, the geometry of the brane is similar to cosmic string space-time. Then, these models are called string-like braneworlds [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
Even though the string-like models have the advantage of traping free gauge fields [10, 11] and minimally coupled Dirac fermions [12] , they present some issues about the core of the source. The Gherghetta-Shaposhnikov (GS) model [13] , for instance, does not satisfy the metric regularity conditions at the brane nor the dominant energy condition [14] . This is due to the metric proposed be only a vacuum solution of the Einstein equations. The GS model can be regarded as an infinitely thin string-like model.
In order to study the source properties and get rid of the anomalies of the string-like models, Giovannini et al proposed a braneworld scenario constructed by an Abelian vortex [15] . The solution found numerically satisfies all the regularity and energy conditions but the analytical solution is still lacking [15] . On the other hand, de Carlos-Moreno proposed a supersymmetric model without bulk cosmological constant free of regularity problems [16] whereas Papantonopoulos et al regularized the conical behavior near the brane by adding a ring-like structure at the brane [17] . A resolution scheme based in an effective conifold transition in the internal space was proposed by Silva and Almeida [18] . It is interesting to note that the resolution of the conical singularity at the core of the brane provides a geometrical flow which smoothes the Kaluza-Klein (KK) modes for the scalar, gauge and Dirac fields [18] [19] [20] .
Recently, a smooth string-like model was proposed and its gravitational KK modes were studied [21] . Although this model presents a conical behavior near the origin, the regularity and energy conditions are all satisfied [21] . Since this string-like model is built from a warped product between a 3-brane and an external solution of the Ricci flow, the so-called cigar Ricci soliton, the scenario is called the string-cigar model [21] . The evolution parameter of the Ricci flow yields to a varying bulk cosmological constant and changes the ratio among the components of the stress-energy tensor [21] . Yet, the conical behavior near the core of the brane provides an infinite potential well around the brane for the gravitational KK modes [21] .
Once defined and studied this smoothed string-like braneworld, it is worth to analyse the behavior of the Standard Model fields on this scenario. In this work we study the features of the gauge vector field minimally coupled to this geometry. We show that the radial component has a richer dependence compared with the thin string-like solution presented on Ref. [11] . Moreover, the KK tower has a trapped massless s−wave state shifted from the origin due to the conical behavior. The displacement of the massless mode happens because the brane-core is not placed at the origin. Nevertheless, when the evolution parameter is close to the origin, the source and the massless mode match the thin string results.
The dynamics for the massive modes, presented in a Sturm-Liouville equation, is quite complex to be studied analytically. Then, we accomplish a numerical analysis to find the KK spectrum and the respective eingenfunctions. It turns out that exists a mass gap between the massless and the massive modes in both the thin and strin-cigar models. In addition to the known linear regime for small masses, the KK spectrum presents a decreasing behavior for large masses. These two regimes are also split by a mass gap. The KK eingenfunctions are all smooth near the brane and they recover the usual string-like pattern far from the brane [11] . The string-cigar core enhances the amplitude of the KK modes near the brane.
Performing the analogue Schrödinger approach, it turns out that the geometric flow provided by a parameter controls the high of the barrier as well the width of the potential well.
This work is organized as follows: In Sec. II we review the properties of the thin stringlike brane and of the string-cigar model as well as the changes provided by the Ricci flow on the brane core. In Sec. III we investigate the gauge vector massless field and the KK spectrum response to the geometric flow in this scenario for the s−wave state. Further in this section we analyse the Schrödinger potential behavior upon this flow. Moreover, some conclusions and perspectives are outlined in Sec. IV.
II. THE STRING-CIGAR SCENARIO
In this section we briefly review the construction of the string-cigar model which details are performed in ref. [21] . Firstly, let us define a string-like spacetime. Let M 6 a spacetime that can be split as M 6 = M 4 × M 2 , where M 4 is a 3-brane embedded in M 6 and M 2 is a two dimensional Riemannian space. A string-like static braneworld is such M 6 is provided with an axial symmetry. A warped metric ansatz for this axisymmetric spacetime is [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] 13 ]
where η µν is the induced metric brane and σ and γ are the so-called warp factors. In order to the brane has a regular geometry the, warp metric components must to satisfy the regularity conditions, namely [13, 15] 
where the prime ( ) denotes the derivative according to r variable.
An example of string-like geometry is the GS model [13] , where M 2 = S 2 is the twodimensional disk of radius R 0 and the metric is given by the components [13] σ(r) = e
where c ∈ R is a constant. The constant c is related to the bulk cosmological constant Λ by [13] 
Therefore, the GS model is a AdS 6 spacetime which geometry is an exterior solution for a thin string-like brane [13] . Moreover, the GS model does not satisfy all the regularity conditions nor the all the energy conditions [14] .
An interior and exterior solution for a string-like braneworld was built taking the cigar soliton as the transverse space M 2 . The cigar soliton is a solution of the geometrical Ricci flow whose equation is given by [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] 
The Ricci flow (6) defines a family of geometries evolving under a parameter λ. The metric for the cigar soliton can be written as [21, 27] 
Considering the evolution parameter λ as identified with the warp constant c, and choosing the following warp metric components
it defines an axisymmetric braneworld called String-Cigar model [21] .
The string-cigar model converges to the GS model far from the origin [21] . Near the origin the string-cigar geometry shows a conical behavior and it smoothes out the warp factor. As a result, all the regularity conditions are satisfied and thereby the string-cigar geometry is an smooth interior and exterior string-like solution [21] . The string-cigar model not only smoothes the GS model near the brane but also provides a geometrical flow due to the variation of the bulk cosmological constant. Indeed, the components of the stress-energy tensor evolves under the geometrical flow. For small c the source satisfies the dominant energy condition whereas for big c only the weak energy condition is satisfied [21] . Moreover, the width and the position of the brane core also change with the flow. As higher the value of the evolution parameter c closer to the origin is the core and lesser is its width [21] .
Therefore, high cosmological constant values localize the source around the origin what agrees with the GS model [13] .
It is worthwhile to mention that the conical behavior near the origin shifts the maximum of the energy density from the origin [21] . Similar results were found by numerical analysis performed by Giovannini et al for higher winding number Abelian vortex [15] . Besides, Kehagias argued that this displacement due to the conical behavior could be used to explain the cosmological problem [28] .
III. GAUGE FIELD LOCALIZATION
Once we presented how the Ricci flow changes the properties of the brane core, we proceed to analyse the effects of this geometrical flow upon the Abelian vector field. We begin with a U (1) invariant vector field action, namely
where
From the action (10), the equation of motion is obtained in a straightforward way as
Let us consider a brane Lorentz gauge
and a purely radial field configuration, e.g., A θ = 0, as usual [10, 11, 19] . In addition, since the 3-brane is flat and has an axial symmetry, the radial vector component A r should not depend on the brane coordinates, i.e., [19] 
Using the string-cigar metric and the gauge choice, the equation of motion (11) takes the form
and
Performing the Kaluza-Klein decompositions [10]
the Eq. (14) yields to
Thus, in order to match Eq. (14) with Eq. (13), we restrict ourselves to s−waves states, e.g., l = 0 [19] . Further, the Eq. (15) leads to a general solution to ξ(r) as
where k is an simple integration constant [19] . It is worth to mention that the function ξ(r)
in the Eq. (20) is a direct extension to that displayed by Oda [10] . Finally, using Eq. (20), the Eq. (16) turns to be
where β(r, c) = γ(r, c)/σ(r, c). The Eq. (21) 
which yields the orthogonality relation between χ i and χ j given by [13] ∞ 0 σ(r, c)
It is possible to transform the KK equation (21) 
and of dependent variable
where Ω = C 1 σ −1/2 β −1/4 , with C 1 a constant. The changes of variables (24) and (25) transform the Eq. (21) into a Schrödinger one with Ψ n (z) fulfilling
where U (z) is given by
A. Massless mode For m = 0, a solution for the Eq. (21) is the following linear combination:
where C andC are integration constants. Since the second function does not satisfy the orthogonality condition (23), we choose the constant function χ 0 = C as the solution of Eq.
(21).
For the thin string-like scenario [10] , the analogue Schrödinger equation reads
where z = 2 c e c 2 ρ , which solution for m = 0 is given by
By making A 2 = 0 in Eq. (30) we obtain a normalizable massless mode very similar to that of gravitons [13] 
From the general Schrödinger equation (26) for m = 0, the solution satisfying the orthogonality condition (23) is given by
is a normalization constant.
We plot in figure (1) the massless mode for the string-cigar and for the thin-string scenarios. These localized modes are responsible for the effective 3-brane gauge field. The gauge massless modes are more concentrated at origin when compared with the graviton massless modes [13, 21] . A worthwhile feature is the displacement of the massless mode from the origin for the string-cigar scenario which shares the same pattern of the energy density [21] .
Away from the core, the string-like exponential behavior dominates whereas around the origin the conical features of the string-cigar geometry vanishes the mode. Matching these two regimes there is a smooth pick which maximum is around the boundary of the brane core. As higher c (and then, the bulk cosmological constant), closer to the thin string-like behavior is the massless mode. 
where N n are normalization constants and α n are constant coefficients determined by the boundary conditions. Looking at the gravitational case [13] , the graviton fluctuation φ, in its turns, has the radial behavior φ n (r) = e 
where B 1 and B 2 are arbitrary constants. Thus, the massive modes of the gauge field have a higher amplitude near the brane but they spread less into the bulk when compared with the gravitons.
For the thin string-like model, we find that the KK Schrödinger solutions has the form
where A, B are integration constants. It is worthwhile to say that the KK solutions in Eq.
(38) are not defined for m = 0. Therefore, we conclude that there is a mass gap between the massless mode and the massive modes in the thin string braneworld.
Applying the boundary conditions (22) at some cut off point r max , it is possible to obtain the KK spectrum. For m n c, the gauge mass grows linearly with the discrete index n, as in the factorizable Kaluza-Klein model [10] .
Once the general KK equation (34) is difficult to solve analytically, we look for approximate solutions by numerical methods. Using the matrix method [29] with second order truncation error, we obtain the complete KK spectrum and eigenfunctions for the gauge field on thin-string and string-cigar scenarios.
In order to attain the gauge field KK spectrum on the thin-string scenario, we discretized the domain r ∈ [0.0, 5.5] with a constant step-size h = 0.01. The mass spectrum is plotted in figure ( 2) for c = 1.0. Note that while we have recovered the linear regime [10] , it turns out that, for greater values of mass, the spectrum exhibits a decreasing regime as m n ≈ 1/n, an important new behavior. Another feature, not present in the Ref. [10] , revealed by the numerical analysis, is the existence of a mass gap between the decreasing and the linear regimes. Then, in addition to the mass gap between the massless and the first massive modes there is another gap between these two behaviors. For the string-cigar scenario, the numerical integration of equation (21) Its mass spectrum is plotted in figure (3) for different values of c. Note that as the parameter c increases, the spectrum tends to the thin-string case, as expected, since the thin-string scenario is a (c → ∞)−limit of the string-cigar one.
The eigenfunctions were also obtained. We plot the gauge KK eigenfunctions for the thin-string in figure (4) and for string-cigar in figure (5). Asymptotically, both solutions behave as the thin string-like mode (36). Nonetheless, the amplitude of the KK modes are bigger in the smooth string-cigar scenario than in the thin string-like. The string-cigar solutions behave as Bessel functions of first kind near the origin. The massive states were also investigated numerically from the Schrödinger-like equation
for the string-cigar scenario. The analogue quantum potential was constructed from the numerical integral (24) . We have plotted the potential function U (z) in figure (6) for some values of the Ricci flow evolution parameter. The potential well has a volcano-shape which barrier increases and quickly approaches origin with c. Moreover, the potential slowly tends to zero. U is sufficiently close to zero for z ≥ 12. From this potential, the Schrödinger-like equation (26) was solved using the Numerov algorithm [30, 31] . We have plotted in figure Solutions of the Schrödinger-like equation may indicate the possibility to find resonant modes on the brane (wavefunctions with a disproportionately large amplitude in the interior of the brane) [32] . However, the fast decrease of the width of the potential well with the increasing of the high of the barrier, forming a very narrow well, disadvantage the search for resonant modes. It is important to mention that in five dimensions, massive resonant modes for the vector gauge field are found due a strongly coupling with an external scalar field (dilaton) [33] . In six dimensions, it is possible to turns the potential well finite at the origin and enlarge the width of the well by controlling the conical behavior [19] . 
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
In this article we studied the features of the gauge vector field in the thin string-like brane and in the thick string-cigar model which evolves under a geometric Ricci flow.
The analysis is carry out for the s−wave states, i.e., l = 0. It turned out that the vector massless mode is displaced from the origin as the energy density of the string-cigar brane [21] . The maximum of this mode lies around the boundary of the brane core where the mode is smoothed out compared to the string-like zero mode. Far from the brane the thinstring exponential behavior is recovered whereas inside the core, the massless mode exhibits a conical behavior.
We obtain the KK spectrum for both models by numerical techniques. Besides the linear behavior for small masses, already presented in the literature [11] , we find a decreasing behavior for large masses. These two regimes are split by a mass gap. Furthermore, there is a gap between the massless mode and the first massive state.
The massive eingenfunctions present a bigger amplitude near the origin in the string-cigar braneworld compared with those of the thin string-like. Far from the brane, the KK modes display the usual thin string-like behavior. Thus, the string-cigar geometry provides a near brane correction to the KK modes.
By means of the Schrödinger-like equation we obtain a well known volcano-shape potential which width of the well and the high of the barrier are ruled by the evolution parameter.
The conical correction near the brane yields to an infinite potential well, regardless the value of the evolution parameter.
As perspectives we propose to study the effects of the Ricci flow on the Dirac fermion field and the corresponding minimal coupling with the gauge vector field. Another interesting subject for future studies is the analysis for l = 0 configuration that changes the behavior of the massive KK modes. As done in five dimensions, we also propose to include a coupling of the gauge field with the dilaton in order to optimize the ratio between the barrier high and the width of the potential well.
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